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Date: 17.O3.2O22
ANTI
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has been reconstituted
The Anti-Ragging squad for the year 2021-22
the following Members.
Academic
Designation

e-mail ID

Name

Chairperson

Dr, T. Rajan

Vice PrinciPal

7708110875

Dr. B.
Jayakumar

Deputy Medical
Superitrtendent
HoD Dental /

in
9842173049 jayakumar.bommusamy@avmc edu

Dr. Sadeesh
Kannan

Dr. Jawahar

Mobile

No.

Committee
Designation

l

vp(cavmc'edu'in

9952583999
9965646888

sadeshkannan.vaithiyanathan@avmc

9994475313

patholory@avmc.edu. in

/ Warden (Gents

9443614871

mathivanan.malaisamr{ilavmc.edu in

Ladies Hostel)
(Ganga and
Kauveri
Warden (PG
Ladies Hostel)
amuna
Warden (Gents
Hostel)
(Brahmaputra
and V

9791567267

anusheela.howladerl@avmc.edu rn

IQAC

Coordinator
HOD Patholory
HOD, Pacdiatrics

I Dr. M.
lMathivanan
Dr.
Anusheela

Members

Dr.Lakshmi
Priya

Mr. K.
Sridhar

Member
Secretary

Hostei) (l(rishan &
Sankara aranl
Warden (UG

lakshmipriya. ravichandran@ avmc edu

936\218072

8825536266

sridharkrishnamoorthy@avmc edu in

9443024890

studentaffairscenterl@avmc edu in

Dr. Sampath

Librarian

9894983816

sampath.arumugam@avmc edu in

Mr.

Deputy
Registrar

9944973167

perumal.lakshmanan@avmc edu in

9443203232

vpstudentaffalrs(aavmc.e du'in

Dr. D.
Arunachalam

Vice PrinciPal
(Students
Affairs)

I

in

I

|

Students
Welfare Officer

L.

edu in

I

Dr. R. R.
Kumar

Perumal,
Non-Teaching

L

I

I
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Functions
The duties of the Anti_Ragging
Squad include but is not limited
a. Adhering to a du[r roster;

to_

b' Remaining vig,ant and agile
at alr times and arso provide necessary
details so that the members are
easily reachabie even by freshers
and
other students;
c. Identify the places of potential
ragging
d. Making surprise checks in the
places of potential ragging (hostels,
common students room, playgrounds
and transport facilities and
other areas) even at odd hours for
which the Anti-Ragging Squad
shall be duly empowered;
e' Making discreet enquiries regarding
compliance and adherence of
these regulations by seniors;
f. conducting anonymous surveys
that may be random, to identify
possibly unreported incidents
of ragging as designed by the college
g' checking freshers for any injuries
or indirect evidences of possible
ragging such as inabilify to stay
awake during the day indicating
possible ragging throughout
the night or inability ro sleep due
to fear
of ragging;

h' Informing the authorities concerned
to rectify vulnerabre areas such

as dark stretches due to fused bulbs,
etc.
i. Making on the spot and other necessary
enquiries on incidents of
ragging and report to the Anti Ragging
Committee;
j. Reporting all cases of ragging to
the Head of the Institution, as may
be required;

k. Raking entries regarding timings and
details of checking including
remarks or findings, if any, in a register.
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